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- Chris Duncan,
CEO DanceLife Pty Ltd & Editor In Chief

A note from the
EDITORS

Why study Dance full time?

Twenty years ago, there were very few accredited dance
courses on offer, so the artist wanting a career as either a
performer or teacher would have to rely on their reputation,
connections and on-the-job experience. Jump forward
to today, and there are more than a hundred accredited
training programs on offer at both a state and national level.
From a Cert I through to an Advanced Diploma, or even a
Bachelor degree and Masters in Dance!
As the dance industry grows there is a clear need – and
demand – to formalise the training structure, qualifications
and recognition of Registered Training Organisations
(RTO) able to deliver the appropriate training to aspiring
teaches and performers. There is now a clear pathway to
progress from Vocational Educational and Training (VET)
qualifications onto Higher Education dance and performing
arts programs., designed to set benchmarks and lift
standards.
Now, it is more advantageous than ever to be officially
qualified as a dancer in today’s competitive environment.
Graduates from a full time program (whether accredited or
not) are in a better-prepared position to take on work in the
real world than others.
Being suitably qualified also ensures that employment in the
arts is respected, easily assessed and financially rewarded.
Qualifications are designed to prepare people with the
necessary skills and knowledge to be able to earn a living
in the performing arts industry and include marketing, selfpromotion, technique, finances and management.
Only RTOs – both public and private – can offer
National qualifications within the CUA11 structure (Live
Performance). A course can be on a part time or full
time basis, and a private dance studio that is a RTO can
concentrate on developing skills in a particular genre such
as ballet, musical theatre or acrobatics. There are still some
state accredited courses that are separate to the National
CUA qualifications.
Full time training prepares students for performance in a
variety of dance styles and levels up to Elite; choreography;
community dance and theatre; cultural development
and administration; musical theatre; dance teaching and
management. Qualifications recognise the progression
of technique and performance from Cert I through to
higher levels. There are no entry requirements for many
of the courses, but audition is required to demonstrate
competency. Higher levels of training have prior learning
prerequisites as well as auditions.

What is a Certificate?

Usually delivered by TAFE, community education and
Registered Training Organisations (RTOs), these courses
are the basic post-high school qualifications and prepare
students for employment and further education. Certificate
I-II provide basic vocational dance skills and knowledge.
Cert III-IV provide more advance skills and knowledge;
and a Cert IV is generally accepted by universities to be
the equivalent of 6-12 months of a Bachelor’s Degree and
credits may be acknowledged.

What is a Diploma?

Diplomas, Advanced Diplomas and Associate Degrees
generally take between 2 - 3 years to complete and are
generally considered to be equivalent to 1 - 2 years of study
at degree level. Diploma and Advanced Diploma are titles
given to more practical courses, while Associate Degree
is given to more academic courses. Universities, TAFE
colleges, community education centres and private RTO’s
usually deliver these courses.

What is a Degree?

A Bachelor degree is the standard university qualification
and is recognised worldwide. Most courses take 3 - 4 years
to complete. Honours can be achieved with an additional
year of study or performance at a distinction level. A
Masters degree requires a further 2 - 3 years study.

However, it is important to note that there are still many
studios and organisations offering privately designed and
operated full time courses that produce highly-skilled,
employed and successful performers in the arts world –
especially within particular genres (e.g. classical ballet) that
are not formally accredited. These organisations may not
adhere to the national guidelines but still maintain a highly
successful graduate program and international reputation.
So, whether you choose to further your dance and
performance studies via formal or private courses, you are
assured you are setting yourself up for the best possible
success as a future performer or teacher in the amazing arts
world!
In this Full Time Courses Guide you will find some of
the most reputable and consistently successful studios/
organisation in producing employed artists. Please give
them your consideration.

- Heather Clements,
Editor
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Say...

DANCE DIRECTORS

“Our Bachelor of Dance course offers students a ‘stepping stone’ from studio training to a professional career. Entry is available
to students who have reached advanced standard in their genre of choice and have a strong desire to become professional
performers, choreographers and/or teachers. Daily practical classes in a variety of genres are supported by complementary studies
necessary to prepare students for a full time career in Dance.”
- Adele Hyland, Head of Dance

AMPA

“Brent Street has strong industry connections and the best teaching faculty in Australia, every week of the year. Students are also
nurtured and guided by industry leading mentors.”
- Lucas Newland, Director

Brent Street

“The most successful people will tell you to take your passion and find a way to make it your career ... Undertaking full time
study gives the opportunity to find out if you have got what it takes to become a professional dancer. No one goes un–noticed at
Ettingshausens ... Our students connect with agents, go to auditions and meet industry choreographers; learn how to stay healthy;
develop their own personal brands; learn to operate as a sole trader in business; and gather valuable life skills that can take them
into any career. “
- Natalie Ettingshausens, Director
Ettingshausens

“Lee Academy Full Time is the place to be if your dream is to become a highly versatile, highly qualified performer. We welcome
students from all over Australia & New Zealand to audition for our intake for 2017.”
- Jo Cotteril, Director

Lee Academy

“Dancers are like most athletes … the consistency of repetitive daily training combined with elite technical and creative direction
creates a dancer destined for the professional world. NCD delivers leading edge, proven training programs that develop highly
versatile dancers in both classical ballet and contemporary dance. We embrace and nurture individual strengths and creativity and
prepare students for the world of professional dance.”
- Brett Morgan, Director
National College of Dance

“Quite simply, NICA’s Bachelor of Circus Arts leads the way as it is Australia’s only degree course for professional circus artists.”
- National Institute of Circus Arts

“RAW’s certificate and diploma courses offer up-to-date industry knowledge and skills to prepare you for the professional
performing career. RAW’s global touring and performance experience bring a unique training perspective, jam-packed with
industry tips to help you succeed.”
- Andrew, Managing Director

RAW Dance Company

“Full time dance is a perfect choice when you have a very healthy approach to it. It’s good to look at it as a ‘finishing’ year - being
a final celebration after dancing and performing throughout your childhood ... You have to be your own driving force, motivation
and direct your own destiny ... At Village, our heads of department are all mature, ex-performers with a wealth of knowledge and
experience of the ins and outs of this industry. They are there to guide you spiritually, morally and holistically. This is coupled
with our younger choreographers who are there to expose and develop the students to the latest styles and choreography that can
only be delivered by people currently working in the industry. This way you get the best of both worlds in our industry.”
- Jackie Howard, Artistic Director
Village on Broadway

“We tailor our courses to allow you to become the artist you want to become. We keep our classes small so you get the personal
training from some of Australia’s best teachers that you deserve. We will train your body, open your mind and enrich your soul.”
- Adam Wheeler, Artistic Director,
The Space School of Performance Arts

“We provide students with the tools they need to be the best version of themselves. Direct industry links greatly benefit students
as they study in world-class facilities alongside Australian and international production companies.”
- Jason Coleman, CEO

Ministry of Dance
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“WAAPA’s dance program provides 21st century training for the dancer of today. Intensely rigorous with numerous performance
opportunities, international visiting artists, pathways and exchange programs, WAAPA is the only choice for professional dance
training.”
- Nanette Hassell, Head of Dance

Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts

“I have a desire to impart my personal experiences I gained through my career with the Australian Ballet Company. With my time
spent daily in the studio and private coaching, I hope to inspire and educate young dancers to self excel with a strong work ethic
needed for a potential career. I’m a firm believer in allied subjects such as anatomy, nutrition, mental wellbeing and performance
psychology. The expectations of performers in this unique art form should not be purely technical and we must nurture and
develop artistry and quality that can so easily be lost with the demands on todays dancers.”
- Lucinda Dunn OAM, Artistic Director

The Tanya Pearson Classical Coaching Academy

“If my years in the industry have taught me anything, it is that there is no substitute for a safe, professional-level skill set. That is
why, when it comes to our faculty, we have stacked the deck with experienced, industry professionals that still loom large in the
world of dance. In this way, students receive a solid, foundation that is not only relevant to the industry but caters to the individual
journey that each dancer must take. When those skills click into place, and the inevitable growth takes hold, there is no job in the
world I would rather do.”
- Kelly Aykers, Director,

Kelly Aykers Full Time Dance

“In this day and age so much more is required as a performer. Everyone can sing, act and dance. A full time course will not only
enhance your strong areas but can also pull up your weaker ones. It is not just about your talent ... In a full time course you learn
professional ethics, how to work as a professional and how to prepare for auditions. ED5 International is Australia’s only
2-year full time Advanced Diploma in Performing Arts! Our students are trained to be an all round performer or ‘triple threat’. Our
program covers the full spectrum of skills and training need to produce the highest calibre of performer who will enjoy a long and
lasting career in the arts. We are passionately committed to striving for brilliance!”
- William Forsythe, Director

Ed5International

“Full-time study instils in students the skills, disciplines and endurance necessary to the performers working world. It provides
them with a comprehensive range of skills, knowledge and understanding, which allows them to be versatile and adaptable to
any situation. At Principal it is our firm belief that performance of any kind is a full body and mind experience. To achieve this
we ensure that all our performers are clearly and dynamically expressive in their performance and that they have the technical
expertise to fully achieve this.”
- Phil Talbot, Director

Principal Academy

“Commencing full time training in dance, specifically ballet, is a massive step for any young person, as the physical and mental
commitment must be total. The daily work of full time is without question the hardest thing any young dancer will encounter.
Deciding on a program, however, is finding the right situation, environment, and teachers, to make the dancer feel supported,
encouraged, and challenged. What makes NBT stand out, aside from the successes of our current and former dancers, is that our
faculty, challenge each dancer within an encouraging environment ...At NBT, we strive to make our studio a place of excellence,
discipline, professionalism, hard work, and most importantly, enthusiasm and joy.”
- Rider D Vierling, Director

Newcastle Ballet Theatre

“A Cert IV allows dancers the strength and training that is recognised nationally. It opens the doors to be able to teach, create their
own work or to dance professionally. It’s a focus year. At Gravity Dance, we offer our students life skills that allow them to create a
pathway to their future. We give them business knowledge, the self promotion tools and we coach them individually to transform
from ordinary to extraordinary both professionally and personally.”
- Gabrielle Robinson, Director

Gravity Dance

“We want the students to enjoy their training as well as feeling that they have our total support and guidance for whatever their
next step may be. We are very fortunate to have the faculty that we do. The calibre of our permanent teachers as well as our guest
teachers is definitely what sets Left Leg aside.”
- Tim McDowell, Director

Left Leg Studios

“Formal training in dance is for the gifted and dedicated artist who wants to know more about the industry as well as honing
their skills for a ballet or dance career. A national qualification in dance allows for a comprehensive dance education, preparing the
young dancer both physically and psychologically ready for the step into the professional arena. At Fiona’s we offer individualised
coaching with expert teachers that not only know their craft well, but will also help you to gain contracts and success in the
industry.”
- Fiona Donaldson, Director

Fiona’s Studio of Dance

“When studying at a full time school you are working under the guidance of your future employers. It exposes you to different
styles, technique and choreographers. Full time allows you the time to inwardly focus on your technique, artistry and prepare with
every tool possible before entering the industry. We believe that Ev & Bow is different from other institutes because of its strong
technical focus and Contemporary and Classical Ballet through line. Ev & Bow provide elite faculty that are current in the industry
and are exclusive to our course.”
- Sarah Boulter, Director
Ev & Bow
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by Alisha Coon

The Mindful Dancer

he most important preparation for
Full Time is probably not what you think.
I’m not going to lie … Full time is
FULL ON!
It is quite a big leap to transition from
after-school dancer to full time dancer.
Training 6-8 hours a day (plus gym time,
Pilates, part-time work) puts a huge
strain on the body and the mind. I will
be sharing my number one tip for injury
prevention, but more importantly, I
will touch on the subject of mental and
emotional preparation. It is vital to be
prepared and educate yourself (like you
are doing now by reading this guide)
on how to look after yourself in such a
demanding environment.
Prevention is better than cure
My number one tip for injury prevention is
to do a daily Body Check-in. Most injuries
happen due to an accumulation of tight
muscles, unresolved niggles and ignoring
signals from your body. For example, if
you injure your knee – the likelihood that
tight illiotibial (IT) bands or calf muscles
were a contributing factor is extremely
high. Resolving small niggles before they
become something bigger is the easiest
way to prevent injuries during your dance
career – the problem is most dancers
don’t even realise the spots that are tight!
This video (https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=d42iceik9sc) is a quick guide
through a body check-in. When I do this
with my students I get so many comments
like ‘I didn’t know that spot could even get
tight’ or ‘I never check my neck muscles,
but I always have headaches.’

Spending 10-20 minutes each
day doing a body check-in
could save you days, weeks or
even months off due to injuries
that may have been prevented.
6 dancelife.com.au

The best time to do a body check-in is
either first thing in the morning so you
know how your body is feeling and which
areas you need to pay more attention to
throughout the day, or during your cooldown routine at the end of the day. You
can flush out those muscles that were
really worked and give a little bit of extra
love to the areas that have pain. Spending
10-20 minutes each day doing a body
check-in could save you days, weeks or
even months off due to injuries that may
have been prevented, and set you up for a
long, healthy dance career!

Preparing for Full Time

Training

Mental and emotional preparation
Now we all know the importance of mental preparation.
Having a strong mindset, thinking positively and staying
focused are all great ways to keep you motivated and on
track with your goals. However, my training as a Dance
Movement Therapist has also shown me the absolute
importance of emotional awareness. Now trust me, you
will experience a huge range of emotions at this time of
your life and I have observed that they seem to intensify
in the full time dance environment. I think this is due to
high demands both mentally and physically of becoming
a full time dancer; and also it is a big change for many
dancers especially those moving away from home for the
first time.
Knowing how to process and express your emotions
appropriately will play a large role in your ability to cope
with full time training. An effective way to process your
emotions is through journaling. Your journal is not only
a place where you can write your goals, dreams and
ideas; but is also a place where you can vent about any
issues that are causing you stress or sleepless nights.
Your journal is a personal space where you can write
about all the things that you’re not comfortable talking
about. For example, writing a letter in your journal (but
not sending it) to the person that you are having issues
with is a great way of getting things off your chest so you
are able to see the situation from a broader viewpoint.
Many people are not aware of the types of thoughts they
are having throughout the day. Your journal is a perfect
place to keep track of your thought patterns, feelings
and emotions. If you find that you are writing negative
things about yourself and you are experiencing negative
emotions on a daily basis (crying, emotional outbursts,
shutting down) then it is time to talk to someone about
it before it leads to bigger issues such as depression,
anxiety, eating disorders or other mental health
problems. Having a support network around you is also
important, and don’t worry if you are moving away from
home as you will soon have a bunch of wonderful new
friends at full time!
Remember to keep an open mind, as full time dancing
is not for everyone. Dancing 40 hours a week is very
different from anything you’ve done before and it’s okay
if you start to realise it’s not for you. The first time I
tried full time I only lasted a few weeks. I wasn’t ready
and I wasn’t at the right school for me. The next year I
found a full time school that I really liked and had the
best time!
Also keep an open mind about which school you go to.
Yes, have your top five list and go for the one you really
want, but not getting in could turn out to be a blessing in
disguise … when one door closes, another door opens!
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Dancers

Nutrition for

The benefits of good nutrition are numerous and even more so for dancers. Because dancers are continually required to
perform at the top of their abilities, proper nutrition and fuelling of the body is essential. Finding the proper balance of
nutrients not only prevents fatigue and injury, but also supports a long healthy career in dance. Dancers will need to make
sure that they have the correct energy balance for both concentration and focus for their busy day.
Breakfast
This meal should be made up of slow
release carbohydrates and some protein to
keep you full during your morning classes.
It is also extremely important to include
some vitamin C foods at breakfast so you
absorb all of your iron.

Some breakfast examples would look like:
A bowl of Greek yogurt
sweetened with honey and
topped with organic berries and
homemade granola
2 slices grainy bread, toasted +
olive oil based spread + natural
crunchy peanut butter
Two scrambled eggs, one piece
of whole-grain toast, low-fat
yogurt and an orange
Plus, 250ml fresh fruit juice and
Skim milk latte

Carbohydrate
Carbohydrate is the primary fuel
source for the body to use as
energy and it is therefore essential
for dancers to consume enough
carbohydrate foods to keep the body
fuelled. Get your carbs from fruits,
vegetables and whole grains. Avoid
refined grains and sugar, which are
the main culprits behind energy
crashes. It is best to eat most of
your ‘energy’ foods around when
you need the energy, i.e. Classes.
Therefore it is really important that
you are organised and have enough
snacks for each day of dance.
Protein
Adequate protein ingestion is
essential for all athletes who are
training. Protein is needed to repair
the breakdown of muscle fibres
that are stressed by constant use.
Protein sources must be lean, like
fish, skinless poultry, beef, nuts and
legumes. Dairy is another source
of protein and is the best choice
for recovery as it offers you both
carbohydrates to refuel and protein
for muscle recovery. The nutrients
from Carbohydrates and protein
combined work as a team to help
build lean muscle and keep energy
levels sustained.
How and When You Eat
How and when you eat is as
important as what you eat. Going
for long periods of time without
fuelling your body can result in loss
of muscle mass and can potentially
increase body fat percentage. Not
only can this affect your energy level
and performance, but this can lead
to undesirable body composition and
susceptibility to injury.
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Knowing these simple tricks to
timing your meals and snacks will
actually help you have more energy,
stronger muscles, more endurance,
and that lean look of a dancer.
Lunch
For a dancer, lunch can be a difficult
meal to plan. You will want this
meal to be satisfying, yet not too
filling to avoid after-lunch fatigue
and/or stomach distress. Choose
foods that are easy to digest, but
high in carbohydrates and moderate
in protein. A good lunch might be a
turkey and salad sandwich on whole
grain bread/rye bread and some
grapes, or a pasta dish accompanied
by a piece fruit. Another option that
could be used for lunch or dinner
is salad greens, chicken breast,
and sweet potato with olive oil
vinaigrette.
Timing
For dancers, timing is everything,
and that includes nutrition. Starving
yourself all day to save calories for a
big dinner will leave you vulnerable
to overeating, and you won’t dance
at your peak on an empty stomach.
Eat several small meals per day, and
include both carbs and protein at
every meal. Have breakfast at least
an hour before a morning class. A
sports bar is a good emergency snack
because you can break off a bite-size
piece every two hours to keep your
energy up.
Once finished, it is essential that
you eat within an hour of your final
dance of the day to replenish your
depleted body, and keep late-night
meals light and low-fat so they have
time to digest before bed.

Dancers will need to make
sure that they have the
correct energy balance for
both concentration and
focus for their busy day.
by Amanda McCredie

Functional Food Solutions

Hydration
Sweat losses during a hard class or
long rehearsal can be substantial
– up to 2 litres per hour. Fluid loss
results in dehydration that can impair
performance and mental function,
making it difficult to quickly pick
up complicated choreographic
combinations and execute them.
Whenever there is a break in class
or rehearsal the dancer should have
ready access to fluid and should be
encouraged to drink because the
thirst mechanism does not keep up
with the body’s need for fluid.
Dinner
Due to your busy schedule dinner is
the toughest meal because it needs
to be the biggest serve of vegetables
for the day, but also quick to
prepare. Healthy dinners do not need
to be fancy, they can be a simple as
steamed vegetables drizzled in olive
oil and served with grilled chicken
breast or baked salmon with grainy
mustard and steamed broccoli with
roasted tomatoes.
Get Organised
Lastly, I just wanted to provide you
with some tips and some recipes to
get you organized:
1. Schedule in shopping.
2. What snacks do you need to buy?
3. Plan quick dinner options or cook
double the night before you have
late classes.
4. Aim for 3 litres of water per day.
5. Dairy is the perfect recovery
food - you need 2.5 serves daily.
6. Bake snack foods on the
weekends to save money and
ensure they are nutritious.

Try Our Yummy Treat!
A lovely combination of flavours and textures to provide a satisfying snack
with superfood nutrition.

INGREDIENTS
1 cup Medjool dates, pitted (if they
aren’t super soft pour a little boiling
water over them to soften them up)
1/4 cup tahini
1/4 cup pure maple syrup
1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract
1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1/4 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1/4 teaspoon fine sea salt
3 Tablespoons raw cacao powder
1 1/2 cup rolled oats
Sesame seeds for rolling (optional)

Makes 12-15 bites
1. Place all ingredients less the oats in a food processor and process until a
dough ball forms. Taste test and adjust seasonings if need be.
2. Transfer mixture to a large bowl and add half the rolled oats. Mix well
with wooden spoon or your hands. The mixture will be very sticky but
that’s okay! Add the remaining oats and mix until well combined.
3. Roll into small uniform balls. As an option roll some of the balls into
sesame seeds for a little added flavour and crunch.
4. Store bites in the refrigerator or freeze and thaw for a few minutes
before enjoying
Functional Food Solutions is owned by respected Sports Dietitian, Peta Carige. Functional Food Solutions
Dietitians are vastly experienced and motivated Accredited Practising Dietitian’s (APD) and Accredited
Sports Dietitians (AccSD). With clinics located in Sydney and Newcastle, our dietitians are available for
individual consults and cater to everyone from those with chronic diseases to elite athletes.

www.petacarige.com.au
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Dancer

The full time
The full time dancer works and trains at
a professional athletic level. A professional
athlete however would be surrounded by
a team of sports doctors, nutritionists,
physiotherapists, strength and conditioning
coaches, all there to protect the athlete
from injury and keep them on the pitch and
performing at their best.

For the majority of freelance performers however, this support network
doesn’t exist. There is often no doctor or physio on tour, no conditioning
coach to get you in the best possible shape for each performance, and no
nutritionist to advise on diet and hydration. A visit to the physio usually
occurs because the injury has already happened. A ‘quick fix’ is often
desired in order to keep dancing/performing. The body however doesn’t
work like this.

It is important therefore that the full time dancer knows how to care for themselves
and has access to a good external team of specialists for assistance. In depth
knowledge about your body, how it moves and how to look after it the best is of
paramount importance to the dancer.
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Dancing is a highly skilled activity. It is a learned activity that requires many facets
to be in optimal working order and functioning harmoniously as a team. Facets
such as; strength, flexibility, balance and coordination. To be successful, injury
free and able to adapt and cope with any new moves and choreography, the body
needs to be trained from the base level up. This means addressing good nutrition,
hydration, rest and recovery, core/stability training, flexibility and functional
strength training.
Just as an athlete spends a lot of time training for competition, it is equally
important that the professional dancer does the same. It is not enough to presume
that you will gain enough cardio vascular (CV) or functional strength training from
doing class alone. Training needs to be structured and organized to help the dancer
be ahead of their game. We need knowledge and regular practice in areas such
warm up, cool down, correct stretching and mobilizing, and specific technique
training for hip and foot control.
As dancing is such a specialised sport it is important to be specific with certain
areas of training, areas that wouldn’t need to be addressed for other sports such as
running, soccer or swimming. We need to focus on the intricacies of turnout range
and strength, how to extend and control the leg in an elevated 2nd and how to
strengthen the feet for pointe work and jumps.
Optimal control and strength is required to stabilise well on 1 leg for example. If
this single leg control is non optimal we start to see problems arising such as ‘shin
splints’, runners knee, hip impingement, and stress fractures in the foot. All of
which can lead to time away from dancing and performing.
Despite the fact that we want to prevent injury, we must face the fact that the
inevitable can happen. Therefore we need to be able to treat the injury in the
initial stages and seek out a good team of specialised practitioners to help us get
back on our feet and back to performing as soon as possible. Injury management
and treatment must therefore be put aside in the dance budget. Seeking help
early on makes all the difference when looking at recovery and absence from
classes/performing. The longer you live with pain the more the body alters how it
functions and moves. This is not a positive response and can lead to further issues
over time.

by Sally Harrison
Perfect Form Physio
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If you were a race car driver you would need to ensure that the engine, body and
all aspects of the running of the vehicle were at their best to ensure success and
a lengthy race. As a dancer your body is the tool of your trade. The success and
longevity of your career depends on how well your body functions, repairs, looks
and moves for you, as the driver.

Enjoy your training
and follow your
DREAMS!

Why do dancers get injured?

1. Poor conditioning and fatigue;
the body is not able to cope with the
demands of training/rehearsal or a
new movement/skill.
2. Poor technique (over using the wrong
muscles, poor stability or posture).
3. Poor diet and hydration (tissues aren’t
healthy enough to withstand the
extra load of Full Time training).
4. Change in performance surface e.g.
stage rake/solid floor.
5. Costumes and foot wear.
6. Post performance activity-stretches/
cool down/hydration and high GI
snack (cool down and post training
mobilisers are often omitted and yet
vital for body recovery).

If you would like any further information on how to look after your most important
asset, your body, please come and visit us in clinic. We can even come to your school
to run workshops for Full Time and Part Time students

perfectformphysio.com.au
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Academy of Music and
Performing Arts (ampa)
RTO 41005

COURSE TITLE: 		
Bachelor of Dance
Associate Degree in Dance

AUDITION DATE:
By appointment.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

The Bachelor of Dance at AMPA provides students with the technical ability, creativity and professionalism required
to sustain a successful career in the extremely competitive global Dance industry. As the only performance-focused
degree in NSW, the course develops highly skilled, disciplined and versatile dance artists, in an atmosphere that
encourages excellence and creativity.

COURSE SUBJECTS:

Students will undertake approximately 16 hours of practical classes per week, plus academic classes. Focusing on
performance and practical training, students are able to ‘major’ in their genre of choice and take additional classes in
Ballet, Hip Hop, Jazz, Music Theatre, DanceSport, Tap and Contemporary.
In addition, students will study an extensive curriculum in choreography, as well as complementary studies including
Dance History, Body Science, and Music and Film. Various electives in Music and Drama are also available.

COURSE TEACHERS:

AMPA boasts some of the finest teachers in Australia – each a highly experienced expert in their field. AMPA’s
teachers are engaging and innovative and share the vision of AMPA: to provide students with a relevant,
comprehensive and practical education, and to nurture and bring out the creative side of each individual artist.
To see a list of our teachers, please visit our website.

TESTIMONIAL: 		
CONTACT DETAILS:
www.ampa.edu.au
admissions@ampa.edu.au
(02) 9555 1666
114 Victoria Rd, Rozelle, Sydney, NSW 2039
TheAMPA
TheAMPA
youtube.com/user/AICMaustralia

“Through the Bachelor of Dance at
AMPA I learnt what it meant to be
a performer, a choreographer and a
teacher. I was mentored by renowned
industry professionals whose passion
inspired me and I am truly grateful
for the wisdom and knowledge they
shared. Having the ability to explore
each dance aspect prepared me for any
avenue of the dance industry I wished
to take. I have grown so much through
this course not only as a dancer but as a
person and the knowledge I gained will
stay with me throughout my career.”

- Sara Moad, 2016
Bachelor of Dance Graduate

12 dancelife.com.au
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COURSE TITLE:

Brent Street
RTO 91488

Diploma of Dance Teaching and Management CUA50313
Cert IV in Dance Teaching and Management CUA40313
Diploma of Dance – Classical Contemporary CUA50113
Diploma of Dance – Performing Arts CUA50113
Diploma of Musical Theatre CUA50211
Brent Street Academy

AUDITION DATE:

Auditions for Brent Street Academy will be held on Sunday 7th August. All other auditions are welcomed both online
and privately. Please contact reception for the second call date (TBC).

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Brent Street is a well-respected training ground for those after a career in the performing arts industry. Delivering
the best performing arts tuition in Australia for nearly 30 years. In 2017 Brent Street will be offering a selection of
exciting NEW industry leading courses.
Diploma of Dance Teaching & Management – develops dance teaching skills & knowledge across a broad range of
dance genres & related choreographic techniques. This course also develops skills related to dance school business
management.
Cert IV in Dance Teaching and Management – develops dance teaching skills and knowledge across a broad range
of dance genres and related choreographic techniques.
Diploma of Dance (Elite Performance) in Classical Contemporary – a technically diverse course based around the
demands for highly skilled classical contemporary dancers across the international contemporary company industry.
Diploma of Dance (Elite Performance) in Performing Arts – Brent Street’s signature performing arts training
program (previously a Cert IV and now offered at a Diploma level) which develops skills required of performers to
work in the musical theatre and commercial dance industries.
Diploma of Musical Theatre – gives aspiring musical theatre professionals the best possible preparation for a career
in this demanding industry. The Diploma is a full time, one-year intensive program focused on musical theatre
technique and performance at an elite level.
Brent Street Academy is a full time Pre-Professional’s Program for school-aged students who display exceptional
talent in the performing arts combined with a commitment to completing Year 12. These students are more than just
talented; they have passion, drive and a high level of engagement in their performing arts training.

COURSE TEACHERS: Darren Mapes, Teneill Wilson, Lucas Newland, Cameron Mitchell, Stephen Tannos, Matt Lee,
Cat Santos, Kate Wormald, Alice Robinson, Mitchell Woodcock, Darren Yap, Lauren Hustler, Naomi Hibberd, Ellie
Swiatkiwsky, Danielle Kyneur, Lynsey Waugh, Lincoln Hall, Linda Nagle, Ana-Marie Belo, Talia Fowler, Bev Kennedy,
Valerie Bader, Rob McLean, Dave McLean, Jennifer Peers, Bec Morris, Cassandra Bartho, Peta Anderson, Matt Gode,
Robbie Kmetoni, Lisa Callingham and weekly Australian & international guests.

CONTACT DETAILS:
brentstreet.com.au
reception@brentstreet.com.au
1300 013 708
brentstreet.thewaytothetop
brentstreet
youtube.com/user/BrentStreetStudios
vimeo.com/brentstreet/videos
@BrentStreet1
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ED5INTERNATIONAL
RTO 90036

COURSE TITLE: 		
Advanced Diploma of Performing Arts 10149NAT

AUDITION DATE:

Brisbane: Saturday 6th August
Dance Expressions Company, Level 4, 420 Brunswick Street, Fortitude Valley
Sydney: Saturday 13th & Sunday 14th August
ED5INTERNATIONAL Studios

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

ED5INTERNATIONAL is proud to offer their new accredited Advanced Diploma of Performing Arts, exclusive to
ED5INTERNATIONAL. Guided by William A. Forsythe with founders Elena & Mario De Cinque it boasts Australia’s
leading faculty. Graduates perform in Musical Theatre, television, stage, theme parks, overseas contracts, cruise
ships and a multitude of other entertainment arenas.
The course is youth allowance approved and accredited by ASQA (Australian Skills Quality Authority), NRT
(Nationally Recognised Training) and AQF (Australian Quality Framework). ED5INTERNATIONAL is a short 5 min
walk from North Strathfield train station and there is ample street parking available.
ED5INTERNATIONAL elevates and enhances the profile of Australian Performing Arts and delivers the highest level
of performer through dedication, discipline, talent and a lot of laughter and love. Our philosophy is work hard and
you can achieve any goal you wish.

COURSE SUBJECTS:

The course is designed for students who aspire to work in the entertainment industry. The course consists of 17
units of competency which includes: Musical Theatre, Jazz, Tap, Ballet, Singing, Contemporary, Hip Hop, Acting,
Group Harmonies, Repertoire, Performance Coaching, Cabaret, Lyrical, Nutrition, History of Musical Theatre, Music
Theory, Anatomy, Image Management, Make-up, Acrobatics, Improvisation, Choreography, Audition Technique,
Mock Audition Class, Heels, Strength and Conditioning, Yoga, Cardio, Pilates, Swing Class and more.

COURSE TEACHERS:

William A. Forsythe, Kim Traynor, Nathan Sheens, Leslie Bell, Debbie Whitelock, Shannon O’Shea, Dolce Fisher,
Adam Blanch, Phillip Filo, Ed Wightman, Sheena Crouch, Martin Crewes, Danielle Barnes, Nigel Turner-Carrol and
Phly Crew.

TESTIMONIALS: 		

CONTACT DETAILS:
ed5international.com.au/fulltime
craig@ed5international.com.au
(02) 9746 0848
Bakehouse Lane, North Strathfield, Sydney, NSW 2137
ED5INTERNATIONAL Full Time Performing Arts
ed5international
youtube.com/embed/dQWIrtOsMFo
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“Best decision I ever made. A place to learn
discipline, work on your craft and also be inspired
creatively in a safe environment, ED5 is where you
should be.”

- Jordan Pollard
“ED5 prepared me for the professional
international stage in more ways than one. I feel
that ED5 had a wonderful balance of numerous
techniques, inspiring impeccable teachers and
a supportive but strict ethos which has put me
in good stead to deal with a difficult but very
rewarding entertainment industr I literally couldn’t
picture doing anything else and wouldn’t hesitate
in choosing ED5 if I had to do it all again!”

- Jessica Judge
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Ettingshausens
RTO 40539

COURSE TITLE:

Certificate IV in Dance CUA40113
Certificate IV in Dance Teaching & Management CUA40313

AUDITION DATE:
August 21st 2016

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Cert IV Dance Ettingshausens Cert IV Dance fuses technical development with innovative performance artistry
whilst giving you genuine industry experience from a specialist-teaching faculty. Gain a nationally recognised
qualification, which includes compulsory units of competency with the added value of master classes led by industry
professionals. Our boutique course offers a limited number of positions allowing for individual attention and
development. Acquire the skills that will give you the best chance of being employed and
re-employed in the industry.
Over 40 weeks of intensive training you will study:
Acrobatics, Acting, Broadway, Career Management, Classical, Commercial Dance, Contemporary, Fitness, Hip Hop,
Jazz, JFH, Latin & Ballroom, Lyrical, Musical Theatre, Nutrition, Pilates, Singing, Stretch, Technique, Working In
Heels, Yoga.
Develop your skills in choreography, composition, dance on camera, partner dancing, audition techniques, physical
conditioning, performance and rehearsal.
Cert IV Teaching & Management This course can take you to the next level and prepare your for teaching and studio
management. Ettingshausens has 22 years experience in studio management and teacher development and as industry
leaders we can guide and coach you on the road to owning your own successful dance business. The course takes
you through teaching and planning skills, assisting with productions, choreography and all important business skills.
Delivered as a 40-week part time course you can work at the same time to bring practical experience to your study.

COURSE TEACHERS:

Kelley Abbey, Thern Reynolds, Joanne Ansell, Veronica George, Troy Harrison, Eden Petrovski, Stephen Tannos, Aric
Yegudkin, Neale Whittaker, James Barry, Cat Santos, Dave McLean, Cassie Bartho, Megan Bolton, Jo Bolden, Tim
Moxey, Kate Larter, Michael Ettingshausen, Kylie Jordan, Tammi Gissel.

CONTACT DETAILS:
ettingshausens.com.au
fulltime@ettingshausens.com.au
(02) 9545 3033
115 Bath Rd, Kirrawee NSW 2232
Ettingshausens-Fulltime
ettingshausens
youtube.com/watch?v=Yrzk3sCMzjE
player.vimeo.com/video/166755616
@ettingshausens
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Ev & Bow Full Time Dance
Training Centre
RTO 40491

COURSE TITLE:

Certificate IV in Dance CUA40113
Diploma of Dance (Elite Performance) CUA50113

AUDITION DATE:
Saturday 3rd September 2016

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Under the direction of Sarah Boulter and Lisa Bowmer, Ev & Bow has a reputation of supreme quality. It is the
premiere studio for innovation, passion and outstanding results. Ev & Bow is leading the way in the dance industry
with cutting edge choreography and professionalism. Ev & Bow selects exceptional dancers into a nurturing
environment providing personal care and boasting limited class sizes. It is Ev & Bow’s mission to provide quality
training to enable the dancer to be a versatile and valuable member of the dance industry; To broaden their
knowledge, creativity and respect for their craft.

COURSE SUBJECTS:

Classical ballet, Contemporary, Choreography, Pas de Deux, Repertoire, Jazz, Acting, Singing, Musical Theatre,
Acrobatics, Hip Hop, develop yourself as an artist, personal training and professional development.

COURSE TEACHERS:

Sarah Boulter, Lisa Bowmer, Aaron Glenane, Adam Blanch, Cathie Goss, Christine Keith, Emily, Amisano, Erin
Barney, Karina Pobereznic, Linda Nagle, Mike Evans, Neale Whittaker, Omer Astrachan, Stephen Tannos, Thern
Reynolds, Thomas Egan.

TESTIMONIAL:
CONTACT DETAILS:
evandbow.com
info@evandbow.com
(02) 9542 1260
Unit 2/10 Yalgar Close, Kirrawee, NSW 2232
evandbow
evandbow
youtu.be/dvTBKS2HJYI
evandbow
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“I believe Ev & Bow offers the best
contemporary dance training for any young
dancer in Sydney. After having already
trained and worked with internationally
recognized teachers and choreographers
before attending Ev & Bow, I believe that
the caliber of teachers at Ev & Bow are of
the highest standard and that the training
offered throughout the program is current
and industry relevant. My time at Ev &
Bow helped me grow as a dancer and made
it possible for me to get work at a higher
performance level to what I was reaching in
the past.”

- Paul Walker

Dancer, 2011 Graduate.
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Australia’s NEW Elite
National Dance Championship
Sections for Full Timers
COMING IN 2017!
JOIN US
dancelifeunite.co.m.au
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NSW
COURSE TITLE: 		

Fiona’s Studio of
Dance

Diploma in Dance (Elite Performance) CUA50113
Diploma in dance (Musical Theatre) CUA50213
Certificate IV in Dance CUA40113
Transition Program for the gifted and dedicated (Dance & Schooling)

Delivered via RTO 31624

AUDITION DATE:
From Monday 18th July.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Fiona’s Studio of Dance’s teaching methods are designed for the apt student wanting to pursue a career in ballet/
dance or dance related fields. Small class numbers ensure individual physical, psychological needs are met whilst
developing the technique and needs of each student. Graduates are dancing professionally in Australia and overseas.
Public transport and Youth Allowance/Austudy/Abstudy is available.
The Transition Program is a rare opportunity for gifted and dedicated dancers to complete schooling alongside
increased hours of dance training. Students attend Mon- Fri completing school academics from 9-12pm and
individualised dance-training from 12.30-4pm.
We provide each and every dancer a unique training experience, personally guiding them for a career in any of the
following careers: Ballet Company or Company School, Contemporary Dance Company, Broadway, Musical Theatre
shows, Cruise Ships, Teachers, and many of the related dance careers, and as a precursor to study a degree at any
university of their choice. Performance opportunities: Selected national competitions; Mid-year Gala Day; End of Year
Production; Central Dance Company.

COURSE SUBJECTS:

RAD Ballet & Open Classes, Ballet Exam Coaching, Repertoire/Variations, Pointe, Pas de Deux/Partnering, Character,
Contemporary, Jazz, Singing, Musical Theatre, Pilates, Conditioning & Drama/Mime, Anatomy, Stagecraft, Nutrition,
Music, Safe Dance Practice, Dance History, Teaching, Methodology, Choreography/Improvisation, Composition,
Acrobatics, Career Preparation (CV’s, photos, agency’s, auditions), Makeup & Hair, Audition Technique.

COURSE TEACHERS:

Our faculty includes: Fiona Donaldson, Lauren Hustler, János Szabó, Aleeta Northey, Talia Clow, Mira Mansell, Lisa
Merryfull, Alison Hodge, Gabriela Garula, & Eliza Magennis.

CONTACT DETAILS:
www.fsdance.com.au
fsdance@optusnet.com.au
(02) 49733133
1/5 Kam Close, Morisset, Newcastle, NSW 2264
FionasStudioOfDance
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Lee Academy
Performing Arts School
RTO 70230

COURSE TITLE: 		

Year 7 & Year 8 high school studies plus Certificate I in Dance CUA10113
Year 9 & Year 10 high school studies plus Certificate II in Dance CUA20113
Year 11 & Year 12 high school studies plus Certificate III in Dance CUA30113

AUDITION DATE:
Auditions & interviews are by appointment and are open now for 2017.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Lee Academy Performing Arts School is about helping students to achieve their personal, academic and career goals
through industry endorsed and accredited Vocational Education and Training.
The purpose of the Lee Academy Performing Arts School is to offer specialist education with exceptional strengths
in the academic curriculum requirements and dance. It is designed specifically for dancers in years 7-12 who display
physical potential and the desire to pursue a career in the performing arts.
Our Vision: Lee Academy Performing Arts School offers specialist education with exceptional strengths in the
academic curriculum and the performing arts where individuals are valued and supported in the pursuit of their
aspirations.
School Motto: ‘Challenge Yourself’
School Values: Lifelong Learners, Striving towards the achievement of one’s personal best, Integrity,
Self-Respect, Respect for others, Creativity, Compassion,Accountability, Participation, Problem Solving
Communication
Lee Academy Performing Arts School students can expect high levels of educational support via the distance
education provider and full time, fully qualified, on-site educational tutors.

COURSE SUBJECTS:
All academic curriculum requirements plus performing arts.

COURSE TEACHERS:

Jo Cotterill, Alyssa Casey, Wendy Cotterill, Bob Cotterill, Jodi Cassiniti, Di Rakebrandt, Dianne Banks, Katie
McCarthy, Brooke Frew, Keith Hawley, Joshua Horner, Nathan Sheens, Vadim Paliashcuk, Emma Casey, Danni
Hegarty – PLUS MORE

CONTACT DETAILS:
leeacademy.com.au/high-school.html
dance@leeacademy.com.au
(02) 4358 1528
3 Teamster Close, Tuggerah, Central Coast, NSW, 2599
leeacademyofficial
leeacademy
youtube.com/user/danceLEEno1
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NSW
COURSE TITLE:

Lee Academy
Full Time

Diploma of Musical Theatre CUA50213		
Diploma in Dance (Elite Performance) CUA50113
Advanced Diploma in Dance (Elite Performance) CUA60113
Certificate IV in Dance Teaching & Management CUA40313
Certificate III in Dance CUA30113, Certificate IV in Dance CUA40113
Acro & Aerial Fulltime – including Diploma in Dance (Elite Performance) CUA50113

RTO 70230

AUDITION DATE: Auditions are by appointment and are now open for 2017.
COURSE DESCRIPTION: Lee Academy Full Time makes the link for dancers from students to professionals.

Providing a guided career pathway for aspiring performers & giving you every opportunity to expand your skills,
nurture your versatility & explore your artistic self-expression. Our courses get you a huge leap closer to your dream
& guide you into a successful professional career, with the Nationally recognised qualification to go with it.
Advanced Diploma in Dance (Elite Performance) CUA60113 Graduates of this program are robustly competitive and
are positioned on the forefront of the performing arts industry. Training for the world-class performer, a physically
intense program with abundant opportunities in all facets of the performing arts. Graduates leave with a higher
recognition credential allowing an easier transition to University should they wish to take this path.
Diploma in Dance (Elite Performance) CUA50113 Diploma in Dance is a higher qualification & so performers
graduate with a higher level of skills & technical ability, giving them a competitive edge in auditions & the industry
as a whole. Students concentrate training specifically in dance genres with a focus on the technical & professional
skills required for an outstanding, long-term career in the Contemporary/Ballet or Commercial Dance Industries.
Acrobatics & Aerial Live Performance – including Diploma in Dance (Elite Performance) CUA50113 Perfect
for students wishing to further their training in tumbling, contortion, acrobatics, trampolining & various aerial
apparatus, achieving a successful career in circus arts. This course includes the Diploma in Dance so performers
graduate with a higher level of skills & technical ability, giving them a competitive edge in auditions & the industry.
Diploma of Musical Theatre CUA50213 Focussed on singing, dancing & acting, students are prepared for
outstanding careers in the Musical Theatre Industry. Obtaining skills & knowledge in audition preparation, musical
theatre live performance & industry practises. Currently working & highly skilled industry connected musical theatre
professionals teach this course.
Certificate IV in Dance CUA40113 For dancers embracing full time elite training & a stepping-stone into a successful
professional career. A one-year fulltime course encompassing all dance styles, acting, singing, acrobatics & aerial.
Certificate III in Dance CUA30113 Certificate III in Dance provides a foundation year for young people who aim to
become professional performers. For dancers between 15 & 16 years, who have completed Year 10 or the equivalent.

COURSE SUBJECTS: Accent Training, Acrobatics/Gymnastics, Acrodancer, Acting, Anatomy & Nutrition, Ballroom
Dance, Choreography, Classical Ballet (RAD), Contemporary, Dance Psychology, Heels, Hip-Hop, Industry Practices,
Jazz - Broadway & Commercial, Kicks Turns Leaps, Lyrical, Musical Theatre + Theory & History, Partnering, Pointe,
Pop Vocal, Private Tuition, Professional Development, Psychology, Silk Tissue, Trapeze & Lyra, Stage & Screen
Choreography, Theatre Practices, Tap, Theatre Vocal, Theatrical Make-Up, Tumbling/Flips, Vocal Ensemble + MORE

COURSE TEACHERS: Jo Cotterill, Alyssa Casey, Di Rakebrandt, Dianne Banks, Katie Bettini, Brooke Frew, Keith
Hawley, Joshua Horner, Kelley Abbey, Vadim Paliashcuk, Emma Casey, Danni Hegarty, Laura Goldman + MORE.

CONTACT DETAILS:
leeacademy.com.au/full-time.html
dance@leeacademy.com.au
(02) 4358 1528
3 Teamster Close, Tuggerah, Central Coast, NSW, 2599
leeacademyofficial
leeacademy
youtube.com/watch?v=PEz5QyeHRxs
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TESTIMONIAL: 		

“Lee Academy (LA) Full Time gave me
everything I needed & then some. I had
a job to go to before I even graduated! I
worked at Universal Studios and then went
back to LA, honed my skills & got the cirque/
dance show‘Voyage de la Vie’ (Singapore).
I studied Diploma in Dance & got offered a
great job with Norwegian Cruiselines. Lee
Academy is the place to be if you want the
best from yourself & your career.”

- Michael Stone
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Have you ever wondered what it takes
to be a professional choreographer?
Well here’s your chance to be mentored by none other than Australia’s
Queen of Choreography – THE AMAZING KELLEY ABBEY!
AND you’ll also have the chance to win CASH & other AMAZING prizes
from DanceLife and DanceLife Unite to help nurture and further your
professional choreographic career!
This is the NEW ‘KELLEY ABBEY CHOREOGRAPHIC CHALLENGE’
brought to you by DANCELIFE AUSTRALIA and DANCELIFE UNITE!
If you are aged between 17 and 25 and are a budding CHOREOGRAPHER,
this challenge is for YOU!

Here’s how it works …
Head to www.dancelifeunite.com.au

LISTEN to and DOWNLOAD the SET TRACK especially chosen for you by KELLEY to
choreograph your piece to …
Decide whether you will choreograph on yourself or someone else, on a duet or
group of dancers – the choice is YOURS!

Your piece can be any genre – jazz, tap, contemporary, hip hop … even ballet
– the choice is totally yours as the CHOREOGRAPHER and CREATIVE DIRECTOR on
this project!!
FILM your piece and LOAD YOUR VIDEO to your own YOUTUBE CHANNEL (if you
don’t have one, create one – it’s easy and fun!)

Set your YOUTUBE CHANNEL to UNLISTED for protection of your artistic property!!
COPY the YOUTUBE link and PASTE it into your entry form online at
www.dancelifeunite.com.au when you finalise your entry.
You will receive feedback from Kelley Abbey herself on your piece!

If you are lucky enough to be chosen as a FINALIST in this challenge, you and
your dancers will be invited to the DanceLife Unite National Grand Final on 28th
September 2016 at Luna Park, Sydney, to perform your piece and compete for
cash & prizes totalling in excess of $2,000!

So what are you waiting for?
GET CHOREOGRAPHING NOW – Kelley can’t wait to see what you CREATE!

Opens May 16th - Closes July 15th
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NSW

Newcastle Ballet
Theatre

COURSE TITLE: 		

Newcastle Ballet Theatre Full Time Program offering:
Certificate III in Dance CUA30113
Certificate IV in Dance CUA40113
Certificate III in Assistant Dance Teaching CUA30313

Delivered via RTO 31642

AUDITION DATE:
By appointment throughout Terms 3 & 4 or via video audition (see website for details).

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

The Program aims to increase, improve and refine technique, strength, knowledge and presentation. Through a
variety of classes and personal coaching, students become stronger technicians and dancers, as well as intelligent,
thoughtful, and well-rounded artists. NBT teaches the Australian Conservatoire of Ballet Syllabus – with all Full Time
students having access to any after school hour classes inclusive to Full Time fees. All of NBT’s faculty have enjoyed
substantial professional performing careers, and have years of teaching knowledge and experience. NBT holds two
performances annually. Some Scholarships are available.

COURSE SUBJECTS:

Classical Ballet, Pointe, Pas de Deux, Variations, Contemporary, Stretch & Conditioning, Pilates, Nutrition, Dance
History & Appreciation, Specialised Boys Coaching and Strength Training.

COURSE TEACHERS:
Kristy Tancred, Rider D. Vierling, Meg Akerman, Jake Burden, Sally Egan.

CONTACT DETAILS:
newcastleballettheatre.com.au
nbt1@live.com.au
(02) 4956 9372 or 0401 214 042
3/104 Munibung Rd, Cardiff, Newcastle, NSW 2285
NewcastleBalletTheatre
newcastleballettheatre

TESTIMONIAL: 		

“My time at NBT provided me with both the
technical and mental foundations I needed
to continue to achieve my goals. Under the
careful direction of the NBT faculty I gained
knowledge and experience that has helped me
in every aspect of my training to this date.”

- Callyn Farrell,

currently QLD Ballet Pre-Professional Year
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National College
of Dance
RTO 91281

COURSE TITLE:

Diploma of Dance (Elite Performance)
Certificate IV in Dance
Intensive Training Program (Yr 9/10)

AUDITION DATE:
Contact us for a date throughout September.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

With proven results in delivering full time programs that develops students through a progression of becoming a
professional dancer, National College of Dance have graduated dancers who are performing all over the world. Each
program is carefully designed to cover all the technical and performance elements in classical and contemporary
dance.
Providing the finest career mentoring and dance training in the country, NCD courses will prepare students for the
world of professional dance. Students will be able to audition for finishing schools, junior companies or companies
both within Australian or internationally with career guidance provided over both full time programs.

COURSE SUBJECTS:

Classical ballet, contemporary dance, classical and contemporary repertoire, performance preparation, partnering,
choreography, anatomy, nutrition, dance history, audition techniques, career preparation, music connection, body
conditioning and private coaching.

COURSE TEACHERS:

Artistic Director: Brett Morgan
Teachers and Mentors: Alfred Taahi, Timothy Gordon, Debbie Ellis, Emma Jones, Zoe Jones, Jake Burden and
Jenny Pickering.

CONTACT DETAILS:
nationalcollegeofdance.com
nc.dance@optusnet.com.au
(02) 49529294
Cnr Young & Lloyd Rds, Lambton, Newcastle, NSW 2299
National-College-Of-Dance
nationalcollegeofdance
youtube.com/channel/UCqhl0RpkgCSqZx4GqIn5R4A
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TESTIMONIAL:

“Full time training taught me to be
incredibly strong, physically and
mentally, and it was full of immense
challenges. I learnt the value of hard
work, and training prepared for
me any obstacle I might face in the
future as a professional dancer and
for this I am incredibly grateful.”

- Skip Wilcox

2014 Graduate
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Tanya Pearson Classical
Coaching Academy

COURSE TITLE:

Transition Course
Full Time Dancers Course
Pre-Professional Course

AUDITION DATE: Full Time Audition Day: Saturday 24th September. Private auditions can be arranged
COURSE DESCRIPTION: The internationally renowned Tanya Pearson Classical Coaching Academy (TPCCA)
was established by Tanya Pearson OAM more than 40 years ago and has produced many graduates of international
acclaim. In 2014, Lucinda Dunn OAM (The Australian Ballet’s longest serving ballerina and former Tanya Pearson
student) was appointed Artistic Director.
The Academy is proud of its highly respected teachers and facilities located in Sydney’s lower North Shore at St
Leonards, well serviced by public transport.
TPCCA was established as a selective program, providing specialised coaching for dedicated and talented students
wishing to pursue a professional career in ballet. Many of the Academy’s students have gained success in world
competitions such as the Prix de Lausanne, Genee International Ballet Competition and Youth America Grand Prix.
The Academy offers holiday school workshops and master classes with local and international guest teachers.
Students of the Academy have the opportunity to perform annually with The Sydney City Youth Ballet Company as
well as join our overseas audition tour.
Transition Course A course for students making the important transition from part time to full time studies.
Transition students are offered a 2-day intensive program including classical, pointe and contemporary classes that
supplements their existing part time studies. This program is designed to increase a students training hours and
expose them to full time faculty and training, whilst respecting the importance of their continued academic studies.
Full Time Dancers Course A 2 - 3 year course providing intensive coaching in classical ballet (RAD, Cecchetti and
Vaganova syllabi), contemporary, pas de deux, repertoire, Pilates, coaching and Progressing Ballet Technique. The full time
dancers course offers over 25 dance classes per week plus individual private coaching.
Pre-Professional Course The TPCCA Pre Professional Course is designed for students having already completed a
minimum of 2 years of full time training. It is structured to provide the necessary coaching and guidance to prepare
a student for company level auditions and entry.

COURSE SUBJECTS: Classes offered in Classical Ballet (RAD, Cecchetti & Vaganova Syllabi), Open classes,
Character, Pas de Deux, Contemporary, Pointe classes, Boys coaching, Repertoire, dance history, anatomy, dance
psychology, health and nutrition, Pilates, limber/stretch and conditioning, Progressing Ballet Technique and private
coaching for competitions.

COURSE TEACHERS: Founder & Director: Tanya Pearson OAM

Artistic Director: Lucinda Dunn OAM
Teachers: Lucinda Dunn, Tanya Pearson, Olivia Ansell, Adam Blanch, Daniel Asher Smith, Wim Broeckx, Kellie
Conolly, Catherine Edwards, Valerie Jenkins, Brian Lynch, Gilli O’Connell, Lorena Otes, Katie Pianoff, Mark Reily,
Robyn Ross, Hassan Sheta, Kim Traynor and Marie Walton Mahon.

TESTIMONIAL:

CONTACT DETAILS:
classicalcoaching.com
admin@classicalcoaching.com
(02) 9439 4424
75 Chandos St, St Leonards, Sydney, NSW 2065
Tanya-Pearson-Classical-Coaching-Academy
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“The reason I came to Tanya Pearson’s is
because all of the dancers are of such a high
calibre and I aspired to be at this amazing
school and hopefully one day dance as well
as these students. I feel TPCCA is different to
other schools because here we always keep a
positive environment. The teachers here all
have a passion for dance and want to give us
all the information they can.”

- Branden Gallagher,

Pre Professional Student, commencing at
Tanz Akademie Mannheim in September
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NSW

Village On
Broadway
RTO 41005

COURSE TITLE: 		

Certificate IV In Dance CUA40113
Diploma of Musical Theatre CUA50213

AUDITION DATE:
Friday 2nd September.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Village On Broadway, founded in 2011, is committed to providing a Full Time course that guides, develops and
mentors its students in an individual manner. Created by Jacqui Howard and Wayne Aspinall, who wrote the first
ever Cert IV Full Time Course in Australia over 20 years ago, the Village On Broadway Full Time course is unrivalled
with strong emphasis on personal development both practically, mentally and emotionally to prepare the students for
the rigours of the entertainment industry.
Online Auditions are now available. Private auditions, tours and scholarship applications are now also open.

COURSE SUBJECTS:

Jazz, Ballet, Contemporary, Lyrical, Hip Hop, Singing, Acting, Tap, Musical Theatre, Acrobatics, Silks, Stretch and
Conditioning, Nutrition Audition Skills, Repertoire, Makeup, Music Theory and Career development.

COURSE TEACHERS:

With both Australian and International industry connections, Village on Broadway boasts Australia’s Leading
entertainment industry professionals as its teachers. Regular teachers include Kelley Abbey, Jacqui Howard ,Matt Lee,
Stephen Tannos, Leah Howard, Talia Fowler, Sonja Middelbosch, Jason Winters, Patric Kuo and Matthew Gode.

TESTIMONIAL: 		
CONTACT DETAILS:
villagebroadway.com
fulltime@villagebroadway.com
(02) 9518 5119
4/85-91 O’Riordan St, Alexandria, NSW 2015
255 Broadway, Glebe, NSW 2037
villagepa
villageonbroadway
youtube.com/channel/UCNbHvcnpEVuP6uArHtB3-ug
@villagepa
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“I’ve been to other full time courses but nothing
comes close to what I learnt whilst studying
full time at Village. Working with industry
professionals every day, as well as being given
so many amazing performance opportunities
throughout the year let me see up close just how
the industry works. I was pushed to my limits
but it made me mentally and physically ready to
enter the industry. The teachers are all amazing,
but being mentored by Jacqui Howard was such
an amazing honour. Every student feels the same
– we weren’t just numbers but actual people and
she cared about every single one of us. It’s an
experience I’ll never forget and I’m so proud to say
I’m part of the Village family.”

- Sophie Dawson,
Graduate 2012
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Go confidently in
the direction of
your DREAMS ...
Live the life you’ve
IMAGINED ...
- Thoreau
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VIC
COURSE TITLE: 		

Kelly Aykers
Full Time Dance

Dancer’s Elite Course (private course)
Diploma of Musical Theatre CUA50213
Certificate IV in Dance CUA40113
Certificate IV in Dance Teaching and Management CUA40313
Diploma of Dance (Elite Performance) CUA50111

Delivered via RTO 31624

AUDITION DATE:
Audition dates on enquiry. Private & video auditions available. Male and Female scholarships.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Kelly Aykers is revolutionising the way we experience dance. Further to a gleaming career that has seen her both
shine on stage and screen as well as dominate behind the scenes, Kelly Aykers has taken the next step in shaping the
next generation of performers for the Australian stage.
As Kelly is still very active in the industry, students at Kelly Aykers Full Time Dance enjoy an excellent array of
performance opportunities throughout the year in professional environments. Students also receive the unique
opportunity to develop and present choreography under the direct guidance of Kelly.
With places at a premium, a strictly limited number of students will be chosen to benefit firsthand under the
guidance of one of the dance world’s true giants.

COURSE SUBJECTS:

Classes include but are not limited to: Ballet, Jazz, Contemporary, Hip Hop, Tap, Commercial, Pilates, Choreography,
Musical Theatre, Singing, Acting, Acrobatics, Nutrition, Safe Dance and Body Conditioning.

COURSE TEACHERS:

Featuring a teaching roster hand picked by Kelly that represent the cream of their chosen fields, Kelly spearheads
five full time courses that will not only ready students for a career within the entertainment industry, but redefine
the industry itself. Regular teachers include: Kelly Aykers, Etienne Khoo, Adrian Dimitrievitch, Dana Jolly, Sue Ellen
Shook, Stephen Agisilaou, Phill Haddad, Robert Shook, Luke Alleva, Emmanuel Carella, Donnie Dimase, Evan Pugh,
Rebekah Davey, Anna Burgess, Sue Sargison, Jo Magliolo, Alarni Morgan, Vicki Patrice.

CONTACT DETAILS:
kellyaykers.com.au
fulltimedance@kellyaykers.com.au
(03) 9383 2536 or 0401 753 205
2a Avoca St, Brunswick, Melbourne, VIC 3056
Kelly-Aykers-Full-Time-Dance
kellyaykersfulltimedance
youtube.com/watch?v=gbxAKN1LHAY
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VIC

Left Leg Studios
Delivered via RTO 3059

COURSE TITLE: 		

Diploma of Musical Theatre CUA50213 – (currently accredited through Swinburne University)
Part Time Pre-Professional Program

AUDITION DATE:
Sunday 2nd October & Sunday 2nd November.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Left Leg Studios offers excellent tuition in a nurturing, creative and safe environment, focusing on preparing students
for professional opportunities in the Performing Arts and Entertainment Industry. They keep their class sizes small,
and have some of the very best teachers in the country. LLS have designed their training to prepare the students
for the professional market by mastering a broad ranging skill set, learning how to audition, and be a self sufficient,
employable artist.
Diploma of Musical Theatre
The Diploma of Musical Theatre Course is a nationally accredited course, studying all facets of voice, Dance,
Acting and Stagecraft with a proficient experienced and dedicated faculty. It is full time and is accredited through
Swinburne University with 16 Units in total (810hrs). Equal parts Dance, Acting and Singing tuition is a priority. On
top of this students are provided with private singing lessons, fortnightly mock auditions in front of a professional
panel, and assisted with audition repertoire and individual portfolios. The course also includes body conditioning
and anatomy, whilst incorporating an understanding of industry roles and expectations, with a strong emphasis on
management skills and professional conduct.
Pre-Professional Program (PPP)
The Pre-Professional Program is a part time course suited to students aged 14-20 years looking for a comprehensive,
intense training program with Melbourne’s best teachers. They train for 12 hours a week with a variety of incredible
teachers learning how to be self-sufficient and professional. The PPP also teaches students how to audition, how
to take care of their bodies, and how to work in a team environment, whilst enjoying their training. Students are
exposed to many disciplines that expand their skill set and turn them into versatile performers. Part Timers are given
an individual vocal assessment each year, have professional headshots taken, and also perform in our Musical with
the Diploma Students.

COURSE SUBJECTS:

Theatrical and Commercial Dance, Singing, Acting, Music Repertoire, Mock Auditions, Acrobatics, Body
Conditioning, Classical Ballet, Health, Nutrition & Anatomy, Production & Industry Relations.

COURSE TEACHERS:

Directors: Tim McDowell, Brooke McDowell. Teachers include: Melissa Langton, Dana Jolly, Phillip Haddad, Michael
Ralf, Matt McFarlane, Kelly Byrne, Jan Di Pietro, Mike Snell, Emily Paddon-Brown, Nicole Melloy, Kristin Keam,
Mark Jones, Anna Burgess, Kiara Keiser. Guest Teachers include; Roger Hogman, Yvette Lee, Kim Adam and
Luke Hunter.

TESTIMONIAL: 		
CONTACT DETAILS:
leftlegstudios.com.au
info@leftlegstudios.com.au
0400 594 558 or 0419 540 310
The Powerhouse, Lakeside Dr, Albert Park, VIC 3206
leftlegstudios
leftlegstudios
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“I have been a part of both the Pre-Professional Program
& graduated from the Diploma of Musical Theatre
Course in 2015. I am now working full time overseas ...
The skills and knowledge I gained from Left Leg Studios
have been so valuable - I feel very confident preparing
myself for new job opportunities. What I love about LLS
is not only the welcoming family environment but the
different skills we learn from the incredible, dedicated
faculty. LLS is a great place to perfect your skills for the
industry ensuring you are well equipped and prepared
for future employment. Brooke & Tim have created
a facility brilliant for those who have a love for the
performing arts and a real passion and drive to succeed
in dance, singing and acting.”

- Mikaela Schruder
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VIC

Jason Coleman’s
Ministry of Dance
Delivered via RTO 22227

COURSE TITLE: 		

Diploma of Dance (Elite Performance) CUA50113
Diploma of Musical Theatre CUA50213
Certificate IV in Dance CUA40113
Certificate IV in Musical Theatre CUA40513
Certificate IV in Dance Teaching and Management CUA40313

AUDITION DATE:
Saturday 24th September & Sunday 25th September, or via DVD. Private auditions by appointment.

COURSE DESCRIPTION: JCMOD sets the standard of excellence dance, performance and musical theatre training.
We’re proud to offer a high standard of training, complemented by outstanding facilities used regularly for industry
rehearsals and auditions.

Further support offered to students includes ongoing guidance and support from Full Time staff, on-site
physiotherapists, sports coach, psychologist and nutritionist. Ministry takes pride in their graduates’ continuing
careers in all aspects of the dance, entertainment and performance industries. Graduates are performing throughout
Australia and internationally with credits including musicals, contemporary dance companies, independent work,
cruise ships, choreography, production and management, music videos, Tokyo Disney & Universal Studios.
Students enrolled in the dance course graduate with nationally recognised qualifications. Carefully integrated units
complement our focus on versatility and excellence in training, preparing students for the industry’s diverse demands.
JCMOD offers unique performance opportunities for students, enabling them with real-world experience.
The musical theatre course focuses on creating triple threats, challenging students to achieve in all disciplines
of singing, dancing and acting. The course also focuses on audition techniques, voice, performance skills and
confidence, finding the performer within. The nationally recognised qualification integrates hands-on industry based
training to ensure students are equipped to work in any avenue of the industry.

COURSE SUBJECTS: Jazz, Ballet, Tap, Contemporary, Hip Hop, Musical Theatre, Commercial Jazz, Acrobatics,
Drama, Singing, Deportment & specialized classes in Performance & Choreography.

COURSE TEACHERS: Jason Coleman, Adrian Ricks, Deb Mitchelmore, Michael Ralph, Kim Adam, Jordan Herbert,
Nadia Tornese, Dana Jolly, Yvette Lee, Arna Singleton, Mitch Fistrovic, Jess Quinn, Diana Ricks, Vince Calingasan,
Jack May, Phill Haddad, Brittany Page Romy Vuksan, Etienne Khoo, and Andrea Arena. As well as industry
professionals such as Jason Gilkison, The Squared Division, Marko Panzic, Michael Snell, Ellen Simpson, Nathan
Pinnell, Loredo Malcolm, Monica Swayne, Cristina D’Agostino, Kyla Bartholomeusz, Tim Barnes, Jess Raffa, Simon
Fairweather and Brodie Chesher.

CONTACT DETAILS:
theministryofdance.com.au
ftc@theministryofdance.com.au
(03) 9329 6770
Level 1, 64 Sutton Street, North Melbourne, VIC 3051
jcmodfulltimecourse
mod_fulltimecourse
youtube.com/user/jcmofd
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TESTIMONIALS: 		

“My time spent at The Ministry of Dance
was one of the most rewarding and
enriching experiences to date. Learning
from the best in the industry, who not only
teach and guide you, but also inspire you
in achieving your goals of making it in the
performance industry, is truly amazing. It is
here that your home away from home, your
second family, is created.”

- Jordan Herbert,

2012 Graduate
choreographer of Boylesque &
with Boss Dance Company.
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VIC

COURSE TITLE:

National Institute
of Circus Arts
RTO 3059

Bachelor of Circus Arts BA CIRCA 1
Certificate IV in Circus Arts 10111NAT

AUDITION DATE: September & October 2016 in several capital cities. Pre-Audition Workshop: Sat 23rd July.
COURSE DESCRIPTION:

NICA’s Bachelor of Circus Arts degree offers the highest level of accredited training available in Australia. This
program aims to push the boundaries of circus as an art form and create work which is innovative and inspiring. The
3-year full time Bachelor of Circus Arts degree course incorporates intensive physical training with performance
opportunities, academic studies, technical production, health and business education. The elite level degree strives
to produce highly employable, skilled and creative artists who will be respected nationally and internationally in the
global circus and physical theatre industry.
The Certificate IV in Circus Arts provides training in preliminary level circus skills and knowledge. This course
is suitable for aspiring circus artists seeking a qualification and as a pathway for further learning and can be used
for preparation for the Bachelor of Circus Arts course. It is also suitable for those teaching in social or community
circuses that wish to acquire more specific circus skills training.
Could circus arts be for you? Our students come from dance, gymnastics or sport backgrounds. Participate in our pre
audition workshop or one of our open days.

COURSE SUBJECTS:

Bachelor of Circus Arts
Circus foundation skills such as tumbling, handstands, flexibility, manipulation, aerial and partner work. Group acts
such as adagio, group aerial, group juggling, hoop-diving and teeterboard. Circus specialties may include but not
limited to: trapeze, tissu, rope, handstands, tightwire, contortion, Chinese pole, rolla bolla, juggling, hula hoops, and
clowning. Fitness, strength and conditioning for circus artists. Performance skills: improvisation, movement, acting
and vocal techniques and approaches to devising innovative work as an ensemble or solo performer on various circus
apparatus. Movement skills: ballet, contemporary dance, improvisation, contact and composition history and cultural
studies. Circus business and career management. Technical aspects of circus production, equipment and safety in the
circus environment. Basic anatomy, physiology, nutrition and sports psychology for circus artists.
Certificate IV in Circus Arts
Circus foundation skills such as tumbling, handstands, flexibility, manipulation, aerial and partner work. Circus group
acts such as adagio, group aerial, group juggling and hoop-diving.Preliminary circus specialties may include but not
limited to: trapeze, tissu, rope, handstands, tightwire,contortion, Chinese pole, rolla bolla, juggling, hula hoops, and
clowning. Fitness, strength and conditioning for circus artists. Performance and movement skills for circus artists.
History and traditions of circus and application to circus practice. Safety in the circus environment. Basic anatomy,
physiology, and nutrition for circus artists.

CONTACT DETAILS:
nica.com.au
info@nica.com.au
(03) 9214 6975
Level 1, ‘PC’ Bldg, 39-59 Green St, Prahran, VIC 3181
National-Institute-of-Circus-Arts-NICA
nicaaustralia
youtube.com/channel/UCmJx5KVGWdSJshncT8jKiSg
@nicaaustralia
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TESTIMONIALS:

“NICA offers state-of-the-art training facilities
and top notch teaching staff. They offer a
business course which gave me the information
and skills to develop my own successful arts
businesses. Through NICA I was able to blend
circus, with theatre and dance developing
full-length performances. Since completing
my studies I have appeared in Triple Helpmann
award winning show at the Spiegeltent, Smoke
and Mirrors, toured my own productions around
Europe and appeared in King Kong.”

- James Brown,

2003 Graduate and now Head of Circus
at NICA, credits include King Kong and
ThisSideUp Acrobatics.
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VIC

The Edge Performers
School
RTO 20991

COURSE TITLE: 		

Certificate IV in Dance Performance CUA40113
Diploma of Dance (Elite Performance) CUA50113
Diploma of Musical Theatre CUA50213

AUDITION DATE:

Group auditions held weekly at our studios, solo auditions by appointment. National and International audition tours
throughout the year. Please contact us for more details.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Certificate IV of Dance Performance
Entry via successful audition. Students are required to demonstrate potential to undertake training at Certificate IV
level. Students must show competence in at least one unit of CUA30113 Certificate III Dance. This is achieved through
demonstrating a level of performance experience or other tertiary studies or that is comparable to those required for
the Certificate IV.
Main subjects: Choreography, Partnering techniques, Performance skills, Body Conditioning, Industry skills, Jazz,
Street Dance, Ballet, Contemporary, Audition Techniques, Make Up & Hair, Nutrition.
Diploma of Dance (Elite Performance)
Entry via successful audition. Students are required to demonstrate their potential to undertake training at Diploma
level. Students must show competence in at least one unit of CUA40113 Certificate IV Dance. This is achieved through
demonstrating a level of performance experience, or other tertiary studies or that is comparable to those required for
the Diploma.
Main subjects: Ballet, Repertoire, Pas de deux, Contemporary, Ballroom Partnering techniques, Performance
techniques, Anatomy, Nutrition, Fitness, Sustainable Professional Practice, Cultural Dance, Pointe, Make-Up & Hair,
Improvisation, Safe Dance Teaching, Acting.
Diploma of Musical Theatre
This qualification is for performers working or aspiring to work in musical theatre and cabaret productions. At this
level individuals are expected to apply theory and creative skills in a range of situations and to display initiative and
judgement in planning activities.
Main subjects: Theatre arts, Vocal techniques, Acting technique, Fitness, Choreography, Partnering, Make Up & Hair,
Sustainable Professional Practice, Anatomy, Nutrition, Acrobatics, Improvisation, Body Conditioning. Private singing
lessons are included in the course fees for this course only.

CONTACT DETAILS:
theedgeperformersschool.com.au

TESTIMONIAL: 		

The.Edge.Full.Time.Dance

Graduate credits include: We will
Rock You, Strictly Ballroom, Legally
Blonde, Hair Spray, Wicked, Miss
Saigon, Starlight Express Germany,
Tokyo Disney, Various Cruise Lines,
Contemporary Dance Companies,
Corporate Entertainment Companies,
Hip Hop Crews, Tribute shows, Film,

theedgefulltimedance

TVCs and reality TV.

merryn@theedgeperformersschool.com.au
(03) 9439 2711
1/20 Peel St, Eltham, VIC 3095

youtube.com/channel/UCqJfCpIsL9GBZNp4xzVbS2g
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VIC

The Space School of
Performance Arts
Delivered via RTO 31624

COURSE TITLE: 		

Diploma of Dance (Elite Performance) CUA50113
Diploma of Musical Theatre CUA50213
Certificate IV in Dance CUA40113
Diploma of Dance Teaching and Management CUA50313
Online Diploma of Dance (Elite Performance) via RPL CUA50113
Non-accredited Part Time option

AUDITION DATE:

Early Audition: Sunday 24th July 2pm
Open Day Audition: Sunday 11th September (Open Day 10am - 2pm, Audition 2pm)
Casual class auditions available to students who cannot make the set auditions. Audition via video footage available
to interstate and international applicants.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

The Space School of Performance Arts offers accredited, multi-genre, professional training programs with a strong
focus on technique, performance and choreography. Under the expert guidance of Artistic Director, Adam Wheeler,
together with some of the best and most well respected teachers and choreographers in Australia, you will develop
solid foundations, as well as cutting edge technique and choreographic methodologies, perform in new professional
productions and devise, choreograph and produce your own dance works.
This is your start to a long and fulfilling career.

COURSE SUBJECTS:

Contemporary, Ballet, Jazz, Hip Hop, Tap, Le Bop Modern Jive, Acro, Break, Singing, Production (lighting, sound,
etc.), Acting, Yoga, Pilates, Physical Theatre.

COURSE TEACHERS:

Adam Wheeler (Artistic Director, Director of Contemporary), Deb Cantoni and Ariel Bud (Course Directors), Nikki
O’shea (Director of Ballet), Sara Grenfil (Director of Music Theatre), Nicole Melloy (Director of Jazz), Jack May (Hip
Hop), Simon Lee (Break Dance), Jason Duff (Ballet), Phillipa Condous (Physiotherapist), Jo Lloyd (Yoga), Simon Story
(Acro), Gerard Van Dyke (Physical Theatre), Rainer Pollard (MT Repertoire), Les Cartwright (Voice), Sarah Fiddman
(Contemporary), Amber McCartney (Contemporary), Jodie Toogood (Contemporary),Adelaide Clarke (Commercial Hip
Hop), Sarah Croser (Singing)

TESTIMONIALS: 		

CONTACT DETAILS:
thespace.com.au/fulltime
training@thespace.com.au
(03) 9529 3949
318 Chapel St, Prahran, Melbourne, VIC 3181
thespacesopa
thespacedancecentre
youtube.com/watch?v=trCrb5P1UxQ
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“The Space has changed my life. My body is sore, my
mind is being challenged and my heart is open. Deb
and Ariel (owners of The Space) are caring, respectful
and hard working. Their course is proof of that. Adam
Wheeler, our director, is patient, funny, hard working
and dedicated. I feel safe to make mistakes here and
learn from them.”

- Kristen

“At The Space I have had the most positive and
exciting experiences of all my education. The best
thing about studying here is the people- we have
such a diverse range of teachers who all are very
experienced in the genres they teach, every teacher is
encouraging and shares the vision held by Deb, Ariel
and Adam.”

- Tristan
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SA

Gravity Dance
RTO 40397

COURSE TITLE: 		

Certificate IV in Dance Performance CUA40113
Certificate II in dance CUA20113
Certificate III in Dance CUA30113

AUDITION DATE:
Open Day - Sunday 24th July 2016.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Gravity Dance provides a results-driven course, supporting the individual, together with delivering the critical
survival elements for today’s entertainment industry.
Gravity Dance National Qualification courses are designed with the individual in mind.
With over 8 years of reputable results, Gravity Dance stands at the forefront for sustainable dance education in South
Australia, producing dancers with fulfilling careers.
Gravity Dance creates a strong future vision for each student, graduating with a plan that can be actioned into his or
her every day life.
This Full Time/Part Time course has been created for the serious dancer who is passionate about movement and has
had some experience in a variety of dance or performance arenas. The course is set for the performer to explore their
full potential in an environment that is supportive and with a clear focus on the individual’s destiny and desires.
Gravity students have the opportunity to choose a pathway of Contemporary, Classical and Commercial Dance with
Musical Theatre components integrated within the course structure. All students participating in the course have
unlimited access to life and health coaching as well mentoring from a national and international teaching faculty.

COURSE SUBJECTS:

Presented in a full time intensive 40-week block, students explore Classical Ballet, Contemporary, Commercial
Jazz, Broadway Jazz, Hip hop, Street Dance, Tap, Gyrotonic, Anatomy and injury studies, Partnering, Acrobatics,
Professional image development, Dancers fitness, Break-dance, Acting, Vocal, Personal vision development,
Composition, Choreography, Nutrition.

COURSE TEACHERS:

Gabrielle Robinson, Larissa McGowan, Kialea-Nadine Williams, Ellie Robinson, Melissa Stupel, Anne Murray
Laura Brougham, Jo Rallis, Aidan Kane Munn, Kristin Agnoli and Madeline Edwards.

TESTIMONIAL: 		

CONTACT DETAILS:
gravitydance.com.au
info@gravitydance.com.au
(08) 8352 2006
50 Sir Donald Bradman Drive Mile End, Adelaide SA 5031
gravitydance1adelaide
gravitydanceadelaide
youtube.com/user/gravitydance11
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“My training at Gravity Dance not only
allowed me to go on and study with
Rambert in London but also dance
professionally with Daniel Jaber, The
Australian Dance Theatre and currently
with the Melbourne Ballet Company.
Without the solid foundations of the
constant goal setting and professional
life coaching with the incredible team at
Gravity Dance, I would not be as trained
or the person I am today.”

- Samuel Harnett-Welk

2011 Cert IV Graduate
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QLD

RAW Dance
Company
RTO 41385

COURSE TITLE: 		

Diploma in Musical Theatre CUA50213
Certificate III in Dance CUA30113

AUDITION DATE:
Auditions are held all year round – just register online at www.rawcompany.net/register

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

RAW Dance now deliver the CUA30113 Certificate III in Dance for Year 10 high school students and a CUA50213
Diploma in Musical Theatre as either a 2-year part time course for high schools students in Year 11 & 12, OR as a
four-day full time program.
RAW’s warehouse facility offers three brilliant studios with professionally sprung floors, PA equipment, fully
surround wall high mirrors and sound reduction materials. If you believe you have what is takes to become a
performing arts professional email the RAW team at courses@rawcompany.net for further information.

COURSE SUBJECTS:

RAW’s programs offer a wide range of styles including Ballet, Singing, Drama, Break Dance, Commercial Jazz, Aerial,
Gymnastics, Nutrition, Fitness, Contemporary, Flamenco, Hip Hop, House, Lyrical, Musical Theatre, Popping &
Locking, Salsa, Samba & Tap.

COURSE TEACHERS:

Andrew Fee, Thomas Larkin, Jack Chambers, Demi Jenkins, Nerida Matthaei, Matt Browning, Lucy Chambers,
Simone Pope, Alison Rodgers, Sam Windsor, Chloe Loh, Jack Evans, Che Pritchard, Bekky Carter & Errol Cenita,
Ryan Scott, Kat Ryan, Carly O’Connor, Alex Shelley and many guest teachers throughout the year.

TESTIMONIALS: 		

“The most industry relevant course
developed in Australia.”

- Kieran Heilbronn

CONTACT DETAILS:
rawcompany.net
courses@rawcompany.net
1300 Raw Dance (729 326)
46 Evesham St, Brisbane, QLD 4105
rawcompany
rawcompany
youtube.com/rawcompany
@rawcompany
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“The diversity of this course really helps
you strengthen your overall ability.”

- Martin Kay
“RAW Dance has successfully produced a
brilliant course based on all of their years
of within the industry.”

- Hollie Bloch
“This course gives you all of the skills you
need to thrive in the performing arts.”

- Kimberley Smit
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Whatever you can
do ... or DREAM you
can ... BEGIN IT.
Boldness has
GENIUS, POWER
and MAGIC in it ...
- Goethe
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WA
COURSE TITLE: 		

APAN Academy

Certificate II in Performing Arts 52620WA
Certificate II Dance CUA20113
Certificate III Dance CUA30113
Certificate IV Performing Arts (Commercial Dance) 52619WA
Certificate IV Performing Arts (Musical Theatre) 52621WA
Diploma Dance (Elite Performance) CUA50113
Diploma Musical Theatre CUA50213

RTO 52601

AUDITION DATE:

Perth: Sunday 25th September & Sunday 20th November
Bunbury: Saturday 26th November
Open Day: Sunday 11th September (10am-2pm)

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

APAN Academy offers full time courses. Units are clustered to provide the student with an all-round knowledge of
performing arts with a speciality in their chosen major. This course includes a strong, all-round industry-relevant
training with a variety of local and interstate trainers, including group and private tutoring. Students will have
the opportunity to train in current commercial trends and experience a wide field of performance and practical
opportunities. APAN Academy is dedicated to providing the best, modern industry courses in Western Australia and
strives to be the state’s most diverse training facility in current dance trends and performing arts focus.

COURSE SUBJECTS:

Dependent on Qualification Courses include: Jazz, Tap, Industry Training, Audition Technique, Vocal Development,
Acting for Camera & Stage, Commercial, Contemporary, Lyrical, Corporate, Singing, Performance Practical, Keyboard
& Music Theory, Musical Theatre, Hip Hop, Classical, Choreography, Business Practices, Showcase & Musical
Ensembles & Full Scale Musical.

CONTACT DETAILS:
apanacademy.com.au
auditions@apanacademy.com.au
(08) 92093067
Studio 3/9 Stanford Way, Malaga, Perth, WA 6090
APAN
apanperth
youtube.com/user/WAAPAN/
@apanarts
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WA

Principal Academy of
Dance & Theatre Arts
RTO 52073

COURSE TITLE:

Advanced Diploma of Performing Arts 52749WA
Diploma of Performing Arts 52748WA

AUDITION DATE: Commence 1st December
COURSE DESCRIPTION: Principal Academy of Dance and Theatre Arts encourages a life-long commitment to the
performing arts. It provides rigorous, unsurpassed training to career-focused aspiring performers.

Principal Academy courses are tailored to provide students with the technical and performance skills necessary to
reach their full potential. Students have the option to major in dance, musical theatre or acting, choosing a path that
builds on existing abilities. Courses are designed to ultimately strengthen all three disciplines to produce true
‘triple-threat’ performers. A comprehensive range of units are available within the structure of each course, creating
highly skilled and versatile graduates, armed with a valuable competitive advantage when entering the industry.
Thanks to this approach, previous graduates have forged successful careers in musical theatre, touring productions,
cruise ships, resort parks, film and television.
The academic year commences in February and concludes in December with approximately 38 hours contact hours
per week over 40 weeks. Students will enhance and refine performance technique through an intensive curriculum
that focuses on dance technique, musical theatre, acting techniques, improvisation, vocal skills and performance.
Principal Academy understands that the modern performing arts industry demands highly versatile and adaptable
artists. Being skilled in multiple areas increases career opportunities and we aim to provide students with every
advantage when it comes to securing valuable and rewarding employment.
The Academy stages a full-scale musical, a play, mid-year and end-of-year productions each academic year. These
are presented in a professional theatre venue to ensure students not only enjoy performance opportunities but
also gain valuable insights into the working life within a professional environment. Each production incorporates
multiple performances to mimic the demands placed upon performers when they are cast in a professional
production. Advanced Diploma students also have the opportunity to study and develop cabaret skills and perform in
professional cabaret-style shows throughout the year.

COURSE TEACHERS: Principal Academy students receive the benefits of world-class training from our exceptional
teaching faculty. Our trainers have extensive careers performing at the highest national and international levels in
many areas of the performing arts; they also maintain an active involvement in the industry both locally and abroad
giving them valuable insights into current industry demands. In addition, visiting guest artists conduct master
classes, providing students not only with the benefit of their highly developed skills, but also sharing accurate and
up to date information about the realities of life as professional performers and the range of work opportunities
students will encounter once they complete their training.

CONTACT DETAILS:
principalacademy.wa.edu.au
admin@principalacademy.wa.edu.au
(08) 9228 8600
187 Carr Place, Leederville WA 6007
principalacademy
principalacademy
youtube.com/watch?v=V3nvUpuBQQw
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TESTIMONIAL:

“My training at Principal Academy could not
have prepared me better for the industry. I
finished my qualification and walked out of
the doors straight into a job where I not only
had the physical skill set necessary, but also
the emotional and psychological maturity to
handle the pressure of the job. I can not thank
the faculty at Principal Academy enough for
giving me exactly what I needed to succeed in
the industry.”

- Brooke Barlow,

Dance Captain for Celebrity Cruises.
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WA

Western Australian Academy
of Performing Arts

COURSE TITLE: 		

Bachelor of Arts (Dance)
Bachelor of Arts (Dance) Honours
Master of Arts (Performing Arts)
Diploma of Dance (Elite Performance) CUA50113
Advanced Diploma of Dance (Elite Performance) CUA60113

RTO 4756

AUDITION DATE: National Audition Tour for Undergraduate Courses:

Melbourne: Mon 19th Sept, Brisbane: Tues 20th Sept, Canberra: Wed 21st Sept, Adelaide: Thur 22nd Sept,
Sydney: Fri 23rd Sept, Darwin: Sat 15th Oct, Perth: Thur 20th & Fri 21st Oct.
Honours and Masters (LINK) courses: Perth, Sydney, Melbourne – October/November 2016
WAAPA Open Day: Sunday 14th August, 10am - 3
- pm, at Edith Cowan University, Mount Lawley campus.

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Diploma of Dance (Elite Performance) – 1-year nationally recognised qualification

is the first year of the vocational dance program. A performance-focused course, providing intense technical &
stylistic practical experience through class & performance opportunities. Students develop technical and creative
skills in discipline areas of Ballet, Pointe, Pas de deux, Repertoire, Solos & Performance. Areas of study include
Contemporary, Choreography, dance history, music for dance, anatomy & nutrition.
Advanced Diploma of Dance (Elite Performance) – 1-year full time nationally recognised qualification is the second
year of the vocational dance program. It takes a holistic approach to the needs of the dancer of the future, building
the skills required for lifelong sustainability in the dance profession. The course encourages dancers’ individuality,
confidence, flair & creativity. Students develop advanced technical & creative skills in Ballet, Pointe, Pas de deux,
Repertoire, Solos & Performance. Areas of study include Contemporary, Choreography, dance history, music for
dance & other related physical disciplines including body conditioning.
Bachelor of Arts (Dance) – Challenging 3-year full time course for students wishing to continue ballet or
contemporary studies at a professional level & encouraging students to pursue individual goals as performers,
choreographers, educators, researchers or administrators. Areas of study include Contemporary, Ballet, Performance,
Choreography, dance history, music, acting & other disciplines including yoga, aerial, tumbling, Feldenkrais,
alignment & body conditioning. A range of international exchange programs is offered with opportunities to perform
internationally & to seconde with major Australian companies. Students perform in 3 major performance seasons
each year with a range of Australian & international choreographers.
Bachelor of Arts (Dance) Honours – 1-year full time. Honours at WAAPA are offered in two modes: Company
Research and Individual Research. Company Research involves being a member of LINK Dance Company for the year.
There is also a professional development component that is undertaken in an international setting each year.
NEW! Master of Arts (Performing Arts) – 2 years full time, entry by audition/interview & research project proposal.
This program will operate as a Masters by Research project offered in conjunction with LINK Dance Company.
Artists interested in developing their performance skills & choreographic voice in an exciting performance
environment should apply. This course is unique for its ‘work place’ learning model, embedding you in dance-making
practice with world class teaching staff & national & international visiting artists. Performance is the centrepiece of
assessment together with attributes that artistic directors & entrepreneurs seek in dance artists of the 21st century.

COURSE TEACHERS: Nanette Hassall, Kim McCarthy, Andries Weidemann, Danielle Hunt, Justin Rutzou, Michael

Whaites & Sue Peacock.

CONTACT DETAILS:
waapa.ecu.edu.au
futurestudy@ecu.edu.au
134 ECU (134 328)
Edith Cowan University, Mt Lawley Campus, Perth, WA 6050
waapa.ecu
dancewaapa
youtube.com/watch?v=1hG0qGOwuJg
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USA

Broadway Dance Center

COURSE TITLE:

Broadway Dance Center’s International Student Visa Program

APPLICATIONS DUE:

23rd December 2016 (start 6th February 2017)
12th February 2017
(start 3rd April 2017)
(start 5th June 2017)
21st April 2017

23rd June 2017
18th August 2017
20th October 2017

(start 7th August 2017)
(start 2nd October 2017)
(start 4th December 2017)

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Broadway Dance Center’s International Student Visa Program (ISVP) is a full time

training program for international students aged 18-27. Receive your M-1 Visa to study at Broadway Dance Center in
the heart of New York City! Immerse yourself in American culture and enjoy NYC’s vibrant dance community with
students from more than 47 countries worldwide!
Choose 3 months, 6 months or 1 year of intensive study with the option to extend.
Design your own program and chart your progress with the help of a student advisor.
Each week, choose 12 classes from our enormous open-class schedule in a variety of styles and levels.
Supplementary ISVP-only master classes.
Performance Project with free rehearsal space.
Faculty Mentoring.
Nurturing full-time staff on hand to help guide your studies.
State-of-the-art studios in the heart of the Broadway Theater District.
For advanced dancers, try our ISVP Professional Semester, our elite 4-month course designed for the aspiring
professional dancer. Our comprehensive syllabus includes multi-disciplinary technique classes, practical seminars
to educate you on the industry, mock auditions to provide real-world experience, and numerous networking
opportunities to secure your footing as a working artist. For more information visit www.BroadwayDanceCenter.com/
ISVPPro.

COURSE SUBJECTS: Classes are for students at Basic levels through to Advanced. Choices include: Ballet, Jazz,
Lyrical, Contemporary and Musical Theatre.

COURSE TEACHERS: Comprising more than 100 professionals, our faculty is fully committed to your development

and training. You are sure to find a favorite teacher in this diverse group! Our teachers work professionally in various
aspects of their field and bring their expertise and knowledge into the classroom. Please see our website for full list
of current and guest faculty.

COURSE FEES: Please note prices are quoted in US Dollars as this is a course delivered in New York, USA.
3 mnths - $2,550 (no vacation), 6 mnths - $4,650 (1 week vacation), 1 year - $8,950 (2 weeks vacation)

Tuition rates subject to change. Please note: There is an additional fee of $200.00 payable to the U.S. Government
Student Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS) for all M-1 applicants. This fee must be paid prior to obtaining
the M-1 visa, and instructions on how to pay this fee will be included in your I-20 Acceptance Packet.

CONTACT DETAILS:
BroadwayDanceCenter.com
ISVP@bwydance.com
212-582-9304 ext. 80
322 West 45th Street, New York, NY 10036
broadwaydancecenter
@BDCNYC
youtube.com/c/broadwaydancecenter
@broadwaydance
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TESTIMONIAL:

“I loved the opportunity to perform in the
showcase! It was such a great experience
working closely with people from all over
the world. It is so different, inspiring and
challenging compared to working with
whom and what you already know. I couldn’t
think of anywhere else where I would get an
opportunity to produce a piece together with
someone from a different culture who speaks
a different language! It was so rewarding and
I feel as though I learnt so much as a dancer.
Thanks BDC!

- Kristi Cini,
Australia
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BOOK NOW
for

australia’s

Back To Dance
2017 FEATURE
enquiries: admin@dancelife.com.au
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